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                    Abstract
In this paper I provide a theory of the speech act of assertion according to which assertion is a species of joint action. In doing so I rely on a theory of joint action developed in more detail elsewhere. Here we need to distinguish between the genus, joint action, and an important species of joint action, namely, what I call joint epistemic action. In the case of the latter, but not necessarily the former, participating agents have epistemic goals, e.g., the acquisition of knowledge. It is joint epistemic action that assertion is a species of.
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	I note that some versions of some of these theories have overlapping characteristics.


	See also Brown (2010), who discusses the idea that epistemic standards for knowledge might be different from those for assertion. For discussion of the view that epistemic standards are context relative and the implications this might have for the relation between knowledge and assertion see Hawthorne (2004).


	For criticisms and his reply see: Hawthorne and Magidor (2009) and Stalnaker (2009).


	This is a different enterprise from that of Clark and Carlson (1982) when they attempt to accommodate third party members of an audience who are not the actual addressees of assertions. Goldberg (2014) has recently argued that assertions give rise to certain hearer moral entitlements, e.g. to assume that the speaker acknowledges being responsible for having the relevant warranting authority.


	
Pagin (2004) argues that assertions are not social.


	
Williamson (1996), for example, offers only to provide one constitutive condition that, nevertheless, individuates assertions.


	
Grice (1975) holds that relevance is a conversational maxim and, as such, is not constitutive of his account of speaker-meaning or assertion.


	For related notions see Fallis (2007) and Corlett (2008).


	
Sperber and Wilson (1986) argue that communication comes with a guarantee of relevance.


	Atomistic individualism (Taylor 1985) is associated with methodological individualism, collectivism with theorists such as Durkheim (1965) and, more recently, French (1984) and, in a somewhat different way in terms of collective minds, Pettit (2007). For a set of recent discussions of these issues see Konzelmann-Ziv and Schmid (2014).


	I have argued elsewhere (Miller 2001, Chap. 5; 2010; Chaps. 1 and 2) that, properly speaking, there are no such things as corporate actions that are irreducible to individual actions (taking joint actions as relational individual actions).


	A fourth relevant influential theorist is Raimo Tuomela (2013). However, Tuomela’s view oscillates between the views of the other three.


	There is a need for an excluder clause to supplement this brief description that I have offered here.


	
Broad (1928) appeared to have this kind of notion in mind when he spoke of ‘extraspection’. See also Eitan et al. (2005).


	See Miller (2015) for an earlier version of this notion and of the material in this section.


	The idea of truth as teleological has been advanced by Dummett (1978, Chap. 1, 1981, Chap. 10).


	See Walker (1996) and Montmarquet (1993, Chap. 1) for a related defence of the sort of view I am here espousing. See also the exchange between Stern (1997) and Walker (1998). For a more recent treatment favourable to my own view and that of Montmarque and Walker see Frankish (2007). Note that the general view I am espousing is that one can be directly responsible for some of one’s beliefs, i.e. that one’s responsibility for some of one’s belief is not dependent on one’s responsibility for some action that led to those beliefs. In short, doxastic responsibility does not reduce to responsibility for actions. Note also that there are different accounts of this general view that one can be directly responsible for some of one’s beliefs. For example, I disagree with Walker in that I hold that the judgment that p is partially independent of the desire or goal to know whether or not that p. A further point is that if the general direct responsibility view shared by myself, Montmarquet, Walker and Frankish turned out to be incorrect, the basic arguments in this paper for joint epistemic action could be recast in terms of a notion of indirect moral responsibility. However, obviously from my perspective such recasting would not be entirely satisfactory.


	For the classic defence of this view see Geach (1957).


	For an early influential account of communication and (relatedly) speaker-meaning see Grice (1957). For the recent influential so-called ‘Knowledge Account’ of assertion see Williamson (2000, Chap. 11). For an account of the communication/assertion distinction and their relation see Sperber and Wilson (1986, Chap. 3).


	This example is famously discussed by Strawson (1971).


	Hence the paradoxical nature of G. E. Moore’s assertoric form ‘I believe that p but not p’. There is a voluminous literature on this issue but see, for example, Pruss (2011). Here I note that on my account such an assertion is not strictly logically inconsistent with having the collective end of mutual true belief that p. Perhaps it is openly infringing the requirement to aim at the truth. If so, then it is not an assertion on my account. On the other hand, it might be that one is making a judgment that is inconsistent with one’s prior belief in which case it could well be an assertion. I cannot pursue this issue further here.


	Or perhaps ‘most’ given the possibility there are some extreme cases of, say, autism for which this is not true, although it is by no means clear that such persons could engage in judgment making independent of some participation the social practice of assertion.


	Telling a lie on any given occasion is parasitic on most aiming at the truth most of the time (Miller 1986).


	Thus my account is able to escape some of the pejorative criticisms made of those theories, such as Williamson’s which hold that the norm in question is to the effect that the assertor not simply aim at knowledge, truth or the like but actually ‘hit’ it. See, for example, Koethe (2009).


	This is consistent with trust being a default position in the sense that one trusts unless one has reason not to. For even in the latter case a reason based decision to, for example, continue to trust because one has no good reason not to, is called for from time to time.


	This example was provided by an anonymous attendee at the Collective Intentionality VIII conference held at Manchester University in 2012.


	We owe the notions of illocutionary force and perlocutionary effect to Austin (1962).
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